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Abstract 

A new algorithm and systematic evaluation is presented for searching a 
database via relevance feedback. The algorithm takes feedback in the form 
of relative judgments ("item A is more relevant than item B") as opposed 
to the stronger assumption of categorical relevance judgments ("item A 
is relevant but item B is not"). It also exploits a learned probabilistic 
model of human behavior to make better use of the feedback it obtains. 
The algorithm can be viewed as an extension of indexing schemes like 
the k-d tree and vantage-point tree to a stochastic setting, hence the 
name "stochastic search." Experiments with real and simulated users 
on a database of 4522 images show a significant improvement over other 
relevance feedback algorithms. In simulations, the amount of feedback 
required for the new algorithm scales like log2lDI, where IDI is the size of 
the database, while a simple query-by-example approach scales like IDl a

, 

where a < 1 depends on the structure of the database. 

Introduction 

Searching for digital information, especially images, music, and video, is quickly 
gaining in importance for business and entertainment. As databases expand, 
more effective search techniques are needed. A search typically consists of a 
query followed by repeated relevance feedback, where the user comments on the 
items which were retrieved. Having a good query language is an important first 
step, though the meaning of "good" strongly depends on the type of media and 
user population. This paper focuses on optimizing the relevance feedback phase, 
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which by contrast can be done in a fairly universal manner: all information 
about the media and users is encapsulated in a single stochastic model. 

The purpose of relevance feedback is to reduce the ambiguity remaining af
ter a query. This ambiguity remains either because of the user's inability to 
translate or failure to translate their need into the query language. This prob
lem is particularly acute for images and other perceptual media, for which no 
adequate and universal query language exists. For example, an image database 
might allow entering keywords of annotated images, providing an example im
age, drawing a sketch, or asking for particular colors and textures. Each of these 
has problems, especially when the user is concerned with a quality that requires 
interpretation of the image. 

The first step in developing a relevance feedback algorithm is to determine 
an unambiguous, quantitative measure of performance, by which one algorithm 
may be compared to another. Many published results are qualitative, e.g. a 
sketch-based query might be shown to yield images that intuitively appear to 
match the sketch. Then relevance feedback is provided, yielding images which 
presumably are better matches. A more quantitative approach is to count how 
much feedback is required to achieve a well-defined level of retrieval accuracy. 

The desired level of accuracy used in this paper is simple: find a particular 
target item. This measure is unambiguous, simple and robust. For example, 
having a large collection of eagle images will make it easy to retrieve random 
eagle images, but it will remain difficult to find a particular eagle image on the 
basis of relevance feedback. It is not robust for evaluating query languages, since 
a very specific query language could make it trivial to find a particular item. A 
better level of accuracy for that purpose may be to find several particular items. 

The main advantage of using a single target as the desired level of accuracy 
is that it admits a detailed analysis. This paper contains the first algorithm that 
deliberately minimizes the amount of feedback, based on a predictive model of 
the user. It also represents the first quantitative, domain-independent analysis 
of relevance feedback algorithms. This is all because of the simple performance 
criterion. Our analysis can be used as a platform from which to attack more 
complex search criteria, as outlined in section 5. 

The second step is to determine what information the user can still provide, 
given that the query language has proved inadequate. A common assumption 
in image databases is that the user should simply keep trying new queries, e.g. 
repeated query-by-example. This should be regarded as a fall-back option; we 
can do better. For example, a common assumption document retrieval and 
in the FourEyes system is that the user can indicate which items are or are 
not in the same category as the target, without having to specify what that 
category is (Turtle and Croft, 1992) (Minka and Picard, 1997) (Rui et aI, 1997). 
Inputs are of the form "item A is relevant (Le. in the category) while item B 
is not." However, this forces the user to decide on a useful category: one that 
is not too large or too small and contains the target. This is a drawback in the 
applications we envision, where the user has little familiarity with the content 
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Figure 1: The PicHunter user interface. 

of the database. Conjuring up a category should be unnecessary for finding a 
particular target. 

This paper makes the more lenient assumption that the user can make rela
tive judgments between items, i.e. "item A is more relevant than item B." This 
kind of input still can be used effectively without a notion of category or when 
no retrieved items are in the same category as the target. 

Our retrieval system, PicHunter, uses a minimally sufficient interface for this 
kind of interaction (figure 1). A set of n images is displayed. After selecting 
zero Or more images, the user calls up another set of images by hitting the 
"GO" button. The selected images are intended to be more like the target than 
the unselected ones. This cycle is repeated until the target appears. At this 
point, the search is terminated by selecting the target and hitting the "FOUND" 
hutton. The set of user responses to the images displayed totals 2n possible 
combinations of selected images and n possible terminations of the search. The 
interface is intentionally sparse to permit a comprehensive analysis. Additional 
controls and readouts are suggested in section 5. 

The third step is to decide on a representation for the information that 
the user has provided. The most complete representation for the information 
received is a probability distribution over possible targets, which is what this 
paper uses. The initial query, if any, provides the starting condition for this dis
tribution, which may be multi-modal or have other complex structure. Previous 
algorithms have approximated this distribution with Boolean formulae (Minka 
and Picard, 1997) or with a refined query (Turtle and Croft, 1992) (Rui et aI, 
1997). The new algorithm can be specialized to work with these more restrictive 
representations, if desired. 

Once we decide on (1) target testing, (2) relative judgments, and (3) repre
senting the full target distribution, database retrieval reduces to a well-known 
problem in computer science: comparison searching. The next section discusses 
this problem and gives a novel solution for the case when comparisons have 
stochastic outcomes. This generic algorithm, called "stochastic search," can be 
used for relevance feedback with any kind of database. The average number of 
inputs required for stochastic search is shown to be significantly smaller than 
repeated query-by-example in a wide variety of situations. The remaining sec
tions evaluate the performance of stochastic search with real users in the context 
of searching a database of natural scenes. 
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2 Multidimensional comparison searching 

This section develops a generalization of existing algorithms for comparison 
searching, so that they can accommodate arbitrary kinds of comparisons, stochas
tic comparison outcomes, and comparisons made in parallel. These generaliza
tions allow the relevance feedback problem introduced in the last section to be 
addressed as a comparison searching problem where the user is performing the 
comparisons. 

Comparison searching is the problem of finding T or the closest element to 
T among a set of elements D, by only making comparisons between an element 
and T. The set D can be arranged in advance however one pleases, in order to 
minimize the number of comparisons at search time. 

If the elements are one-dimensional and the distance measure is d(XI' X 2 ) = 
IXI - X 2 1, then the optimal solution is well-known: sort D and use a binary 
search for T. The comparison operation is the query "X < T?". The maximum 
number of comparisons needed for any search is about log2lDI, and the average 
number of comparisons is about log21DI 1, where IDI is the number of elements 
in D. 

If the elements have higher dimensionality, or the distance measure is differ
ent, then the optimal algorithm is not so obvious. In particular, the compar
ison "X < T?" is no longer appropriate. In the relevance feedback scenario, 
"d( X b T) < d( X 2, T)?" is a more appropriate operation. 

Regardless of the comparison operation, any search algorithm will have the 
form of a binary tree, where each node is a comparison. This suggests that 
we might use a standard dynamic programming algorithm for designing binary 
search trees (Knuth, 1973). Unfortunately, dynamic programming is infeasible 
unless we can find a way to prune the exponential number of subtrees, and any 
such technique would have to be distance measure-dependent. See (Omohundro, 
1989) for a Huffman-like approach when distance is Euclidean. 

The vantage-point tree has recently been proposed as an algorithm for com
parison searching with an arbitrary distance measure (Yianilos, 1993). It is a 
variant of the k-d tree which is based on thresholds of distance measurements, 
i.e. the query "d(X, T) < aT'. The search tree is constructed top-down in a 
greedy fashion, choosing the vantage point X and threshold a which are ex
pected to prune away as much of D as possible. This can be interpreted as 
optimization with one step of lookahead. Optimizing this criterion over X is 
difficult when the distance measure is arbitrary, so a Monte Carlo approach was 
used: sample several random vantage points and choose the one which minimizes 
the lookahead cost. For generically distributed data, this greedy algorithm has 
been shown to perform near-perfect (Yianilos, 1993). 

The vantage-point tree is easily generalized to comparisons of the form 
"d(Xl, T) < d(X2' T)?" and the same Monte Carlo approach can be used 
to find Xl and X 2 at each step. The resulting tree, when used with Euclidean 
distance, is a recursive binary subdivision of the representation space. This is 
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very similar to oblique classification trees (Murthy, 1995), except search time is 
being minimized, not classification error. 

For illustration, this technique was applied to a database Dunilorm of uniformly
distributed two-dimensional points inside the unit square. The distance measure 
was Euclidean. Figure 2 plots the empirical average search time for finding an 
element of Dttnilorm as a function of database size. (The average is over 1000 
searches and the database was resampled 10 times. This procedure was used 
for all of the experiments in this section.) The average time is very close to the 
optimal time oflog2 lDI- 2. Note that the optimal time is lower than for binary 
search since two elements are used at each step. Further generalizations of the 
vantage-point tree are presented in the following subsections. 
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Figure 2: The number of comparisons needed to find an element, for varying 
database sizes. The database contains uniformly-distributed points inside the 
unit square. 

2.1 Nondeterminism 

In the retrieval application we envision, a human will be carrying out the com
parisons. This requires that the algorithm be able to cope with an imperfectly 
modeled, possibly nondeterministic comparison operation. In this more general 
scenario, the comparison "d(Xl' T) < d(X2' T)?" will return "true" with some 
probability p(A lIX1,X2 ,T). For simplicity, assume that the operation is 
memoryless, except that making the same comparison again is likely to return 
the same answer. Section 3 confirms this assumption with real users. 
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The only change that needs to be made to the above algorithm is the cri
terion for choosing Xl and Xz at each step. In the deterministic case, every 
comparison completely removes part of D from consideration. That is no longer 
true: elements are only removed with some probability. In other words, each el
ement X has a probability peT = X) of being the target T and each comparison 
operation changes this probability. 

The idea is to estimate the number of comparisons left in the search, based 
on the distribution peT = X). Call this estimate C[P(T)]. Then choose the 
comparison which minimizes the expected number of future comparisons (the 
one-step lookahead cost). In other words, the best choice of Xl and X 2 mini
mizes 

(1 - peT =X 1 »(1 - peT =X 2» L C[P(TIA =a)]p(A =a\X1 , X z) (1) 
a 

peA = aIX1 ,X2 ) = LP(A = a\XI,Xz,T X)p(T = X) (2) 
X 

where p(TIA = a) is the distribution over targets after the answer a (defined 
below). The (1 p) factors incorporate the fact that if Xl or X 2 is the target 
then there are no further comparisons. (These can be avoided by making "found 
T = X" a special kind of answer for which C[P(TIA)] = O. This would allow 
the "found" response to also have a stochastic model. For clarity, this paper 
assumes "found" to be deterministic and treats this response separately.) 

Information theory tells us that 

C[P(T)] > total information required 
- information from each comparison 

Furthermore, this bound can be achieved by an optimal algorithm. If the denom
inator is constant, then C[P(T)] is proportional to the entropy of the distribution 
peT = X) (which is the total information required), as long as we act optimally. 
In other words, 

C[P(T)] ~ -a LP(T X) logp(T = X) (3) 
x 

for some positive constant a which is irrelevant for the purpose of minimization. 
This offers an alternative interpretation of minimizing future cost: maximizing 
immediate information gain. This heuristic has also been used to design classi
fication trees (Murthy, 1995). 
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Figures 3 and 4 plot the entropy of p(T = X) versus the actual amount 
of future comparisons needed, averaged over 1000 searches with IDJ = 1024. 
Comparison outcomes were deterministic in figure 3 and the relationship is 
linear. Comparison outcomes were sampled from the Psiymoid model with (J" = 
0.1 in figure 4 (this model is defined below). The relationship is linear in two 
different regimes. This indicates that the amount of information obtained from 
a comparison is nearly constant, but the constant is different during different 
parts of the search. A better estimate of C[P(T)] can, of course, be obtained 
directly from this data, should the linear approximation prove too inaccurate. 

Figure 3: Entropy versus the actual amount of future comparisons needed, 
averaged over 1000 searches. Comparisons are deterministic. There is a linear 
relationship, so minimizing entropy can be used to minimize search time. 
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Figure 4: Same as figure 3 except comparisons are nondeterministic. There are 
two different regimes, but a linear relationship in each. 
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The entropy criterion generalizes the criterion used in the deterministic case. 
In the deterministic case, we minimize the number of elements that remain in 
D as potential targets, until this number reaches one. In the nondeterministic 
case, we minimize our uncertainty about T, i.e. the entropy of the distribution 
peT = X), until this number reaches zero. When peT = X) is uniform over a 
subset of elements, the entropy is the logarithm of the number of elements, so 
the criteria will be the same. 

The remaining question is how to update peT = X) after the outcome of a 
comparison d(XI,T) < d(X2,T). Since this outcome occurs with probability 
peA = 1IXl, X 2,T), Bayes' rule tells us 

(T = XIA = 1) = peA = 1IXl, X 2, T = X)p(T X) (4) 
P peA = 1) 

where the denominator is simply a normalization factor that can be computed at 
run-time. Since the outcomes of different comparisons are assumed independent, 
the posterior peT = XIA = 1) can be considered a new prior peT X) for the 
next comparison. 

To illustrate this rule, consider the ideal case: 

1 if d(Xl,T) < d(X2,T) 
Pideal(A = lIXI ,X2 ,T) = {0.5 if d(Xl,T) = d(X2,T) 

o if d(XI,T) > d(X2,T) 

If A = 1, all elements farther from T than Xl will get zero probability. The 
remaining elements will have uniform probability (assuming no ties). Thus we 
get the usual algorithm for vantage-point trees. Indeed, this is how figure 2 was 
generated. 

Now consider the generalization 

When (f 0, this is the same as Pideal. When 0 < (f < 00, there is a smooth 
transition from probability 1 to probability O. When (f 00, outcomes are 
completely random. This formula can be interpreted as Pideal after corrupting 
the distance measurements with Gaussian noise. The parameter (f can therefore 
be interpreted as the degree of precision in the distance measurements. 

Figure 5 plots the empirical average search time for finding an element of 
Duniform as a function of database size, when comparison outcomes are sampled 
frompsigmoid. Greedy entropy-minimization scales like 0.77IDlo.5 

. This problem 
is significantly more difficult since the very small distances encountered in large 
databases cannot be resolved reliably. 
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Figure 5: The number of comparisons needed to find an element, for varying 
database sizes. Comparison outcomes were generated according to Psigmoid with 
(7 = 0.1. The database contains uniformly-distributed points inside the unit 
square. 
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2.2 Simultaneous comparisons 

Bringing the problem even closer to reality, suppose multiple comparisons can 
be made at once. This is readily handled by changing the comparison model. 

For example, suppose the user picks the closest element to T from a set 
of elements X1 ..X n. This is equivalent to the n - 1 individual comparisons 
"d(Xa, T) < d(Xi' T)?" for i = Ln, i =f:. a. The probability of this outcome is 
denoted peA = afX1 ..Xn, T). 

If we assume that all of the comparisons are independent, then 

Pindep(A = aIX1 ..X n,T) =a II peA = llXa , Xi, T) 
i#a 

where a is a normalizing term that depends on X1 ..X n and T. However, inde
pendence may not be valid, since the same element Xa participates in all of the 
comparisons. Independence has so far only been assumed between comparisons 
with different participants. 

Another approach is to generalize the rule for one comparison. For example, 
the sigmoidal rule Psigmoid can be generalized to a softmax: 

exp(-d(Xa, T)/u) 

Li exp( -d(Xi' T)/u) 

which has the natural interpretation of selecting the element with smallest dis
tance to T. In practice, we have found little difference between Psoftmax and 
Pindep with Psigmoid, though the optimal values of u are different. 

Now suppose the user can pick multiple images. If k images are selected, 
this is equivalent to the k(n-k) individual comparisons "d(Xa, T) < d(Xi' T)?" 
where a is any selected image and i is any unselected image. The probability of 
this outcome is denoted peA = al ..akIXl"Xn, T). 

As before, one can assume the selections to be independent: 

Pindep(A = al ..akIXl ..Xn, T) = a IIp(A = aiIXa"Xunselected, T) 
i 

where Xunselected = {Xl ..Xn}\{Xal ..Xak}' Or one can compute the soft max 
between all 2n possible combinations of elements: 

This seems like more work, but it is not, because the computation of a above 
also requires summing over all 2n possible inputs. Again, we can have not found 
much difference between these two formulae in practice. 
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2.3 Pseudocode 

The "stochastic search" algorithm for comparison searching or relevance feed
back works as follows: 

1. 	Find the choices X1"Xn which minimize 

a 

p(A = aIX1 ..X n ) = I:p(A = aIX1 ..X n , T = X)p(T = X) (6) 
X 

C[P(T)] = I:p(T = X) logp(T X) (7) 
X 

If the interface allows multiple selections, summing over all a would be 
prohibitive. Summing over single selections should be sufficient, though it 
depends on the comparison model. 

2. 	If one of X1"Xn is the target, stop. 

3. Perform the comparisons, Le. get the user's response A. 

4. 	Compute p(AIX1 ..X n , T) for all potential targets T. Note that this is zero 
whenever T is one of the Xi, since we know that none of these are the 
target. Therefore, these items will never be presented again. 

5. 	 Use Bayes' rule to update the distribution p(T = X): 

(T = XIA) = p(AIX1 ..X n , T = X)p(T = X) 
p p(A) 

6. 	 Iterate back to step 1. 

2.4 Comparison to other search methods 

Since the minimum possible search time under non determinism is unknown, 
a good way to evaluate stochastic search is to compare it to other plausible 
methods for choosing X1 ..X n : 

Most Probable Let X1"Xn be the n items which maximize p(T = X). Ties 
are resolved randomly. 

Sampling Sample X1 ..xn from the distribution p(T = X). 

Query by Example Let X1"Xn be the n closest items to the winner of the 
last comparison. This is a favorite approach in systems without relevance 
feedback. It does not exploit previous comparisons or a model of nonde
terminism. 
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2.5 Deterministic case 
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Figure 6: The number of comparisons needed to find an element, for varying 
database sizes and search strategies. Comparison outcomes were generated ac
cording to Pideal. The database contains uniformly-distributed points inside the 
unit square. 

Figures 6 and 7 plot the empirical average search time for finding an element of 
Duniform as a function of database size, using the four different search strategies. 
The number of choices n was two. Comparison outcomes were generated by the 
Pideal model. 

In this ideal situation, all remaining targets have the same probability, so 
Most Probable and Sampling are essentially the same algorithm. Interestingly, 
both perform as well as entropy-minimization and scale as log21DI 1. This is 
probably due to the uniformity of the database. The Query-by-Example method 
clearly does not exploit comparison information very well; its time scales as 
IDlo.5

. 

When the dimensionality d of the database is increased, all times remain the 
same except those for Query-by-Example. Query-by-Example scales as IDI(1/d), 
probably because the elements become more tightly packed. 

The number of choices n can be increased by using Pindep with Pideal. The 
time for stochastic search scales like log IDII log n while Query-by-Example 
scales like IDI(1/d) In. Thus increasing the number of choices helps Query-by
Example more, and for large enough n there is no difference between the two 
schemes. 
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Figure 7: The number of comparisons needed to find an element, for varying 
database sizes. Comparison outcomes were generated according to Pideal. The 
database contains uniformly-distributed points inside the unit square. 

2.6 Nondeterministic case 

Figures 8 and 9 show what happens when comparison outcomes are generated 
by the Psigmoid model, with a = O.L Increasing the database size causes the 
unit square to be sampled more and more finely, while the distance uncertainty 
threshold a remains the same. Thus it is much harder to isolate a particular 
target in a large database than in a small one. 

While the Sampling, Most Probable, and Entropy schemes all scale like a 
square root, they have different leading constants, with Entropy having the 
smallest. 

The Sampling scheme is closest in performance to entropy-minimization. 
The Most Probable scheme tends to choose items which are close together 
in feature space-exactly when comparisons are most unreliable. Entropy
minimization, by contrast, automatically chooses comparisons for which answers 
are reliable. The Most Probable scheme also does not properly exploit very 
broad and nonuniform distributions, or distributions which are multi-modal. A 
multi-modal distribution causes this scheme to switch to different parts of the 
database between iterations, which is disconcerting to the user. 

So we find that stochastic search, based on greedy entropy-minimization, is 
an effective search strategy, always at least as good as the alternatives considered 
here. It is very general and easy to implement via Monte Carlo optimization. 
We have also tried using Powell's multidimensional line search algorithm (Press 
et aI, 1992) but with no substantial increase in performance accompanying the 
significant increase in computation time. 
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Figure 8: The numher of comparisons needed to find an element, for varying 
database sizes and search strategies. Comparison outcomes were generated ac
cording to Psigmoid with a = 0.1. The number of choices n was 2. The database 
contains uniformly-distributed points inside the unit square. 
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Figure 9: The number of comparisons needed to find an element, for varying 
database sizes. Comparison outcomes were generated according to Psigmoid with 
a = 0.1. The number of choices n was 4 (the difference is even greater for n = 2). 
The database contains uniformly-distributed points inside the unit square. 
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3 	 Developing the User Model 

The only part of the stochastic search algorithm which depends on the data and 
the user population is the probabilistic model for comparison outcomes. This 
section describes how the parameters of this model can be learned directly from 
interaction with users. 

The database was a commercial collection of stock photographs. We used 
the 1,500 images from 15 thematic CDs of 100 images each: bald eagles, air 
shows, Arabian horses, Los Angeles, Israel, Africa, flowers, the arctic, patterns, 
etc. This assortment makes it easy to find a random image of flowers but rather 
difficult to find a specific image of flowers, since there are 100 of them. Each 
image was 128x192 pixels with 24 bits of color. 

3.1 Two-image trials 

To collect samples from the unknown distribution peA = :qxl , X 2 , T), a subject 
was shown two randomly-selected database images Xl, X2 beside a randomly
selected target T. The subject was asked to choose the image that was "closest 
overall" to the target. This yielded 3,681 samples over 9 different subjects. 

To model the outcomes, we tried a variety of distance measures suggested 
by the image database community in combination with the Psigmoid formula 
(section 2.1). First, the following features were extracted from the images: (this 
list is preliminary-Tom) 

HSV-HIST A histogram of the image after conversion to HSV color space and 
quantization into 4 x 4 x 4 = 64 color bins. 

HSV	-CORR The color autocorrelogram (Zabih) at distances 1,3,5 and 7. 
Same preprocessing as HSV-HIST. 

RGB-CCV The color-coherence vector (Zabih) of the RGB image after quan
tization into 4 x 4 x 4 = 64 color bins. 

EDGELS The number of "edgels" in the grey-scale version of the image, com
puted by thresholding the output of a 3 x 3 Laplacian filter at 20%. 

KEYWORDS A list of manually-generated annotations, covering shot type, 
setting, natural and artificial scene components, as well as specific objects. 
There were 146 possible keywords. 

Note that image annotations are only being used to provide a distance metric 
between images. This way, the user doesn't need to know what keywords we used 
or what they mean. We can add new annotations or new computed features at 
will, without changing the interface. A similar idea has been used in document 
retrieval, where the user's query is extended, based on feedback, to include terms 
that he or she may not have known about or terms which have been invented by 
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Figure 10: The average log-likelihood of the data collected from nine different 
subjects, for each of the different image features. The metric was Ll and the 
probabilities were generated by Psigmoid with the optimal value of IY shown. 

the system (Haines and Croft, 1993). Both of these are in contrast to approaches 
like MediaStreams (Davis, 1995) which rely on a universal iconic query language, 
containing thousands of icons that the user is expected to understand. 

With each feature, there is a choice of distance metric. The Ll or "Man
hattan" distance proved reasonable for all of the features. Using each metric 
in turn, the average log-likelihood of the data can be computed, as shown in 
figure 10. The IY parameter was in each case chosen to maximize the aver
age log-likelihood. Finding the maximum is easy with grid search or gradient 
descent. 

The Psigmoid formula is a good model of the data, as shown in figure 11 for the 
HSV-HIST feature. The graph undergoes no significant changes as the absolute 
distances d(Xl,T) and d(X2,T) change, so the difference d(Xl,T) - d(X2,T) 
appears to be a sufficient statistic. The optimal value of IY is the same for all 
of the subjects, so the assumption that all users are identical and all trials are 
independent turns out to be reasonable. 

The next question is whether features can be combined to make a better 
modeL One way is to make a composite distance measure, e.g. by taking a 
linear combination of the distances according to each feature. Different feature 
spaces are generally not linearly compatible, but in this case we were able to 
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Figure 11: The probability of the subject choosing Xl, given a particular value 
for d(X1,T) - d(X2,T). The output of Psigmoid is overlaid. The feature was 
HSV-HIST and (J' = 0.012. 

substantially improve the log-likelihood to -0.6135 (from the previous best of 
-0.6514), by choosing the combination weights carefully. Another approach, 
taken in document retrieval and texture comparison (Picard and Liu), is to 
linearly combine the ranks of the images under the different metrics, as opposed 
to combining the distances themselves. Unfortunately, combining ranks only 
reached a log-likelihood of -0.6179. 

3.2 MUltiple-image trials 

Next, subjects performed searches with the PicHunter interface, where there 
were 29 + 9 = 521 possible inputs instead of two. About 6,800 inputs were 
collected this way. 

The best sigmas are not the same as for LTR. But they are the same for 
different users. 

Simulations on Corel go here. 

4 Experimental results 

This should confirm the simulations done in the last section. Whether PicHunter 
alone is a useful retrieval system is anyone's guess. 
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5 Future work 

This section presents the remaining open issues in comparison searching, alter
native models of the user, and other design choices for the user interface. 

5.1 Robustness assessment 

The user model for stochastic search is estimated from limited data, which 
may not be representative of the entire user population. Therefore, it would 
be useful to predict the search time given that the uncertainty model is itself 
uncertain. For example, if the algorithm assumes (1 = 0.2, but comparisons are 
actually being generated according to (1 = 0.1, what is the change in search 
time? Knowing this function would quantify the algorithm's robustness to the 
user model. It is easy to perform simulations with these conditions but we have 
so far been unable to come up with a model for the results. 

5.2 Faster response 

For large database, complex user model, or large number of choices, entropy 
minimization can be too slow. In these cases, the Sampling or Most Proba
ble scheme can serve as a replacement. However, it is possible to reduce the 
computation during search in the following two ways. 

When comparison outcomes are deterministic, it is customary to compute 
and store the entire search tree. Storing the entire tree is prohibitive in the 
nondeterministic case, so PicHunter computes its response at runtime. A hybrid 
scheme would store a small prefix of the tree, so that Monte Carlo optimization 
need only be invoked for long searches (exceeding log2lDI). 

Another approach is to use a search tree computed for the deterministic case 
in a clever way. This is similar to an idea in the classification tree literature. 
(The similarity of our modified vantage-point trees with classification trees was 
pointed out in section 2.) The idea is to pursue both branches of a decision 
and vote the resulting classifications, weighted by the probability of taking each 
branch. A similar scheme could work for searching: using a static, conventional 
vantage-point tree, always explore the branch which has the highest probability 
of leading to the target. When a path ends without reaching the target, the next 
most likely path is explored. This scheme will not be as accurate as stochastic 
search but could be much faster at responding to feedback. 

5.3 Feature salience 

The user model in PicHunter assumes that all of the image features are being 
used for each comparison. It may be better to exploit the fact that the salience 
of a feature, such as color or texture, depends on the image being searched for 
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as well as the images on the screen. IT you're looking for a sunset, color may be 
the determining factor for similarity. 

One way to handle this is to ask the user to indicate which image is closest 
to the target as well as to indicate the notion of closeness. For example, there 
could be a button for each image feature. Unfortunately, this approach faces 
the same obstacles confronted by query languages for image data: 

• There is often no common vocabulary for image content, especially per
ceptual content . 

• No existing computational model can claim to mimic human perception, 
even in a simple area like color or texture. 

In other words, users will not be able to decide which button to press, and when 
they do press a button we won't know how to interpret it. 

A better approach is to automatically infer what feature was used to make a 
similarity judgment. For example, the target could have a probability distribu
tion p(F) over features. When comparing an image with the target, p(F = f) is 
the probability that feature f would be used. The feedback the user has given 
so far assigns a likelihood to each p(F), making it possible to find the best p(F) 
for that target and user. Integrating data from many users could provide a prior 
for p(F) for any target. This prior can be interpreted as the salience of each 
feature in that image. 

5.4 Other kinds of search 

As mentioned in section 1, it may sometimes be more appropriate to measure 
performance by finding several targets, e.g. all images of dogs. This requires a 
different kind of user feedback and a different knowledge representation. The 
algorithm would have to represent a distribution over sets of targets, not just 
targets. Such representations are common in the machine learning literature: 
Markov random fields (Cressie, 1993), stochastic context-free grammars (Booth, 
1973), stochastic Boolean formulae (Cressie, 1993) (Saund, 1995), and various 
approximations thereof. All of these can be tuned by interacting with users. 

A simple kind of feedback is whether a retrieved item is one of the targets 
(Turtle and Croft, 1992) (Minka and Picard, 1997) (Rui et aI, 1997), e.g. con
tains a dog. The algorithm's job is then to guess what other items might be 
targets, and present a display which elicits as much information about those 
other targets as possible. This is exactly the problem of "Active Learning" or 
"Learning with Queries" studied in the machine learning literature (Freund, 
1993). It has roots in optimal experiment design (Federov, 1972). Interestingly, 
the most common approach in the machine learning literature is maximizing 
the immediate information gain, in the same way that stochastic search does. 
We know of no application of Active Learning techniques to database retrieval. 
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However, there is no need to restrict ourselves to such simple feedback. For 
example, the user could select the item which is closest to the targets in some 
average sense. Or the user could pick a different target T at every iteration 
and choose the closest image to T. This way, there may be no images of dogs 
shown, but one image may be similar to an image which would have a dog. If 
there is an image of a dog shown, then the user can give categorical feedback 
as before, explicitly identifying one of the target images. Allowing the user to 
switch targets at will would also be useful for open-ended browsing, where the 
user's goal may change during the course of the search. All of these variants 
can be handled, as usual, by changing the stochastic model which predicts user 
inputs. 

5.5 Other kinds of feedback 

The user can highlight a region instead of selecting an entire image. This is 
equivalent to having a database composed of the image regions, except tbat the 
display can only show entire images. Optimizing the displayed images would be 
a nightmare. 

5.6 Other kinds of readouts 

In the other direction, it would be helpful to users to gain more information 
about the search engine's current "beliefs." This would allow them to better 
understand the affect of their choices. At the simplest level, the displayed images 
are presented in the order of estimated probability. 

For more detailed information it is useful to know which features caused 
each image to be displayed. In the simplest variant, each displayed image might 
have a label such as "texture" or "color." An interesting alternative would be to 
display a second copy of each image, containing only the pixels that contributed 
to the selection of that image. For example, an image of an ocean scene might 
have gained a high probability because the user selected many images which 
have light blue in their upper regions. In addition to displaying that image, 
PicHunter would display the same image with everything but the sky masked 
out. 

6 Summary 

By adopting (1) target search as the performance criterion, (2) relative judg
ments as the form of feedback, and (3) the full probability distribution over 
targets as the knowledge representation, PicHunter reduces database retrieval 
via relevance feedback to the problem of comparison searching. 

A new algorithm, "stochastic search," exploits a learned model of human 
behavior to maximize the information it obtains about the user's goal. All 
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of this information is stored in a probability distribution over targets, which 
determines the next items to display, and is updated with each user response via 
Bayes' rule. Consequently, it requires fewer inputs than other relevance feedback 
schemes, as shown by numerous simulations as well as tests with human users. 

A new algorithm, "stochastic search," maintains a posterior probability dis
tribution p(T = X) that item X is the target T. This distribution is used to 
select the next items to display. The user's selections are then incorporated into 
the posterior distribution via a probabilistic user model. This model can be 
learned directly from user interaction by standard statistical methods. 

The algorithm requires fewer inputs than other relevance feedback schemes, 
as shown by numerous simulations as well as tests with human users. In the 
deterministic case, the average number of inputs required for stochastic search 
was logarithmic while the average number of inputs required for repeated query
by-example was polynomial in the size of the database. In the nondeterministic 
case, both scale polynomially, with stochastic search having a consistent advan
tage. 
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